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"NOSO-3 was very adaptable to our 
surveillance methods. You can demonstrate 
a cause-and-effect relationship and the 
graphics tell it all." —Ran Slater, RN, BSN, CIC 

The Methodist Hospital, Houston 

=PI Software For Hospital Epidemiology 
Epi Systems, Inc., P.O. Box5326L Lafayette, LA70505-326L (318)233-9239 

When Fran Slater evaluated infection 
control software packages for Thq 
Methodist Hospital in Houston, her i 
concern was to find software that would 
work with her present and future surveil| 
lance methods. 

She picked NOSO-3 from Epi Systems.! 
Designed by a team of infection control 

experts, NOSO-3 is the most sophistil 
cated infection control software package; 
on the market, as well as the most 
satile. 

NOSO-3 offers unmatched flexibility • 
adapts to any surveillance method - id 
easy to implement and can be custom| 
designed to fit your hospital's program. 

Since NOSO-3 is menu-driven and rel 
quires no previous computer experience] 
data is easily entered and just as easily rel 
called. NOSO-3 can generate routine re| 
ports, cause-and-effect tabulations ano 
graphics for faster interpretation of data.1 

NOSO-3 also has an excellent tutorial! 
and a friendly staff to provide assistance. \ 

But don't take our word. Ask for our 
free demo disk and see what it can do for 
your hospital. Call Epi Systems today! 
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